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Message From The President
The Making of a Great Photographer
Imagine the impact on
manuals and web sites.
would be lost. With no
develop your passion for

your life if the only way you could learn about photography was through
There would be many occasions where your desire to capture the moment
one to turn to and no easy options, you could not progress any further and
photography.

Without learning the shortcuts for great image making, and without having someone explain or
interpret complex technical details, your progress would practically grind to a halt.
Photography is no different than any other personal pursuit. We get involved in our hobbies
passions to expand ourselves and to express our humanity through different means. The drive to
beauty and the search for unique expressions of oneself, keeps us committed and persistent in
pursuits. We cannot just simply create amazing results without an endless investment of time
energy in learning, experimenting and building a repertoire of expertise and experience.

and
find
our
and

Malcolm Gladwell discusses in his book Outliers that top performers, people who excel in their field, are
not there just from their own efforts, but from the contributions of lots of different people in different
circumstances. That means performance is much more than just natural talent.
We need everyone to help us mold our opportunities for learning, personal growth and success. It‟s
true that some are blessed with more resources or financial means, and others have an inherent facility
for a particular craft or skill, but that is not enough. We have to work at building our experiences as
we perfect our craft. The expression “an overnight success” doesn‟t apply. Gladwell states that it
requires 10,000 hours of practical experience to become an expert. He cites many examples from
professional hockey players to the Beatles, who worked hard over multiple years to gain their fame,
notoriety and achievements.
We are all connected, but the number and quality of these connections make the difference. The
community of the camera club offers us the opportunity to connect with other passionate
photographers. We learn, share and grow by building on our collective knowledge and experience in
an open venue. We need each other to learn the shortcuts, to interpret the manuals and to create
opportunities for personal growth and excellence.
Marcus Miller
President
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Exposure Blending
David Penty
I haven‟t tried this. However, for advanced users of Photoshop, it may be very useful under some
conditions. I have lifted the material from the December/January issue of PhotoLife and the article was
written by Younes Bounhar. In the interests of expanding all of our combined knowledge of Photoshop,
I trust Younes will not mind.
Sometimes neutral density filters don‟t quite work and HDR (High Dynamic Range) photos may not
give the look and feel you require. Exposure Blending is very practical when you have a relatively
static image in which you can bracket exposures. Blending the exposures to produce good detail in
both dark and highlight areas is the objective of this technique.
To begin, take a minimum of 3 bracketed exposures – more might be necessary, even though you will
eventually use only 2 under most circumstances. Once the exposures are uploaded to the computer,
process each RAW exposure normally. Select the 2 images – for example „0‟ and „-2‟ exposures that
best show both foreground and background (perhaps a bright sky).
In Photoshop, start with the darker exposure, select all and paste it (Ctrl-C and then Ctrl-V on a PC) on
top of the lighter image. Select the top layer (the darker one) and while pressing the Ctl key, click on
„add vector mask‟. This will create a „see-through‟ mask that will be used to „paint-in‟ details from the
dark exposure onto the lighter one.
In the layers panel, select the channels tab. To select the „light‟ pixels, press the Ctrl key and click on
the RGB channel icon. You should now see a set of marching ants – indicating a selection on your
image. To get a better selection, press Shift+Option+Ctrl key and click on the RGB channel icon one
more time. This allows a more refined (a narrower set of light values).
Moving back to the „layers tab‟, make sure to select the dark mask created earlier. Now, select the
eraser (press „E‟), select a large brush (400 pixels perhaps) with 0% hardness, make sure foreground
colour is black, and start erasing over the light portion of the image (the skyline and or reflections, for
example). You will see that the darker layer is literally being painted over the lighter one. The
selection is completely self-feathering and so you don‟t need to worry about precision painting.
To learn more and to follow the illustrated photos, pick up the issue of PhotoLife and have some fun.
In our northern climate with lots of snow, and shadows, there should be lots of opportunity to practice
this procedure until it becomes natural.

A Few Of My Favourite Things
(Copper kettles and apple strudels aside)
Jim Calvert
Over time, many people have stopped me or called to ask what software I like to use for various tasks
on my computer (Windows assumed!). I suggest that you look at each one for suitability to your
environment; beware mileage may vary!
1) Plug-in for Photoshop sharpening: FocalBlade 64bit version 1.07
This plug has proven the best for my purposes as it is flexible, fast and not expensive.
Cost: $49.95 ( highly recommended by Michael Reichmann/Luminous Landscape)
www.thepluginsite.com
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2) Plug-in for Photoshop noise elimination: Noiseware Pro by Imagenomic.
Really works, easy to use, can be very comprehensive but does not have to be. Great for
shooting at high ISOs and eliminating the noise. Cost $49.95 to $69.95 depending on
configuration. www.imagenomic.com
3) Image download tool from Memory Cards, Cameras or Disc/Folders: Downloader Pro version
2.2.4 by Breeze Systems.
Sometime ago, I was not happy with the process to download images from CF cards or my
cameras or whatever is available through Adobe, so I wrote my own software. It worked well,
with automatic dual drive backups, image renames based on EXIF data and automatic folder
creation. However, I needed to maintain it for any changes to my cameras or computer. BUT,
just recently I discovered Downloader Pro and it is terrific. It can be configured to do
everything I did and much more. Adobe‟s loader software is a poor competitor. And this is
cheap. Cost: $29.95 www.breezesys.com
4) Image manager as replacement for Adobe Elements: ACDSee Pro 2.5 by ACD Systems
ACDSee can do a very large set of image manipulation functions and categorizing, etc. I find
that people using it are more comfortable with it rather than Adobe Elements in a shorter time
frame. Not cheap but deserves a trial. Cost: CDN $79 to $189 depending on configuration. (I
recommend the Pro version) www.ACDSee.com
5) Windows Explorer replacement: Directory Opus 9 by GP Software.
Simply the best file management tool you will find out there. Inexpensive, features are endless,
very powerful. You can easily look through normal files and documents plus image thumbnails
including jpeg and raw images, etc. Windows Explorer is painful to use after using Opus 9.
Cost: AUD $85.00 www.gpsoft.com.au
6) Text Editor replacement for Notepad or Wordpad: UltraEdit version 14.2 by IDM Computer
Solutions. This editor lets you work in text, binary, page mode, column mode with enormous
power. Probably useful for more technical tasks. Cost: $49.95 www.ultraedit.com
7) Video / Audio / Image tools from just one source: AVS4You by AVS Software.
One subscription price lets you use all 24 of their tools. These include Audio Editors, Video
Editors, Converters, etc. Really a worthwhile investment.
Cost: $59.95 for a lifetime subscription. www.avs4you.com
8) Backup and Cloning complete disk drives: Acronis True Home Image by Acronis
This software will allow full disk clones to other drives or partial and incremental backups to
compressed files as restorable images. I run this every night to backup my C drive.
Cost: $49.95 www.acronis.com
Other software I use regularly and recommend but maybe not suitable for all MCC members
include:
-

Mozilla Firefox instead of Internet Explorer
Toad by Quest Software for Database access (e.g. MCC databases)

I hope that you find these pointers useful.
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The Best Of Our Best
Each year the Club awards 8 trophies to members who have distinguished themselves by being the
best in either their class or in one of the 5 competition categories. In this feature we profile two trophy
winners in the 2008-2009 season.

Artistic Contemporary Best in Class: Hilarie McNeil Smith
KLIK: What was the first camera you ever used? What equipment do you use now?
Hilarie: After a series of little brownie cameras in my youth, I bought myself a Nikon 401S film camera
for a trip to Japan. I shot print film. A few years later I upgraded to a nikon F90 then on to Canon Elan
7 because Nikon couldnt provide a diopter for my vision.
Over the years I have switched back and
forth between Nikon and Canon. In 2001 I won a canon point and shoot digital camera. That made
learning to use a computer mandatory. At that point nobody was competing with digital so I had my 1
megapixel images converted into slides and competed that way. Soon after, a nikon 5700 was added
to my equipment stockpile. At the present, I use a Canon 50D digital SLR, with an all purpose Tamron
lens and a couple of L f4 canon lenses.
KLIK: Has digital photography made you a more creative photographer or do you miss the
good old days of film? How important is the ‘digital darkroom’ in preparing your final image?
Hilarie: I was always creative, even with film. I painted and altered and cropped my slides and my
prints.
Shooting digital has given me the freedom to try anything, (and the satisfaction of seeing
them immediately). For most images the digital darkroom allows me to straighten and correct minor
exposure problems. I try to shoot using the old rules of composition and exposure, but sometimes the
camera struggles so it needs a bit of help.. I love Photoshop manipulation and am self taught. The
more manipulation the better, it soothes my creative genes. I prefer to take the 'less than desirable'
images and change them. I taught myself to paint pixels, at a time when there were no instructions. I
now give presentations to the clubs, and have held a workshop. My presentations have gone far, to
Canmore Alberta, Windsor International Photo conference, and the Photographic Society of South
Africa.
KLIK: Since when have you been a member of the MCC? How has the Club helped you
develop your skills and techniques as well as passion for photography?
Hilarie: I joined the Mississauga Camera club in 1993, after a suggestion from a friend from the
Toronto Camera club I met on a wilderness trip. I read in the newspaper that the Mississauga club was
having a picnic near where I live, so I walked over (with my dog, in the pouring rain). We sat in a
huddle under a picnic table. This is where I met Ron Manning..
Ron has personally taught me much of what I know, and is a generous and wonderful teacher and
friend. He even gave me his Cecropia moth to shoot! :) His encouragement has spurred me on..
Other learning took place at meetings or on club outings around the table over coffee or dinner. There
were no formal lectures or workshops. Friends would share their knowledge freely.
I joined the executive in my second year as the 'coffee person', and a year later became the 'outings
chair‟. I thoroughly enjoyed that for a number of years, until I just burned out. I started with an 'away'
outing to Tobermory, and ended there almost 8 years later.
KLIK: What is your preferred area of work? Why?
Hilarie: I shoot everything that comes into my viewfinder.. „when in doubt, shoot anyway' it‟s sort of
an extension of 'shoot first and ask questions later' . My favourite area is photo manipulation and the
creative works I can produce from digital painting with my stylus.
I truly enjoy manipulating and
having fun with my photos..I haven‟t bought a greeting card for years. I make my own.
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KLIK: Do you have a favourite location for outdoor work? Why and how often do you go
there? Tell us about a memorable trip you made.
Hilarie: Because I led the outings for so many years, my locations are varied. I don‟t have a favourite
area. I suppose local things are easier than travelling far. Photos can happen wherever I am, even in
my kitchen. I think I like to shoot parts of things, but I challenge myself to shoot landscapes and all
other facets of photography. As I get older and more stiff, my body won‟t meet the demands of some
viewpoints so I am adapting with new ideas.
My most recent trip was to South Africa. Naturally, I took too many pictures. For some reason I don‟t
compete with my holiday pictures, but prefer to make slideshows for myself, and now books. So much
of a holiday is personal, that sometimes an image that has emotion for the maker, doesn‟t relate to an
audience as an award winner.
KLIK: What advice would you give to a member of the club who aspires to take pictures
similar to yours?
Hilarie: Shoot a lot! Have an open mind, break the rules, and don‟t delete anything.. it can always be
used for something. A word of caution, being creative at the computer is life threatening... be sure
you get away from it for some exercise.

How layers can change an image- (before and after versions) how the addition of a layer of rust or
selective colour can alter an image.
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Here is a collage of some of the things I have photographed. macro flowers, wildlife, slow shutter
speed, action, night photography, still life, candid people etc.
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Ashleigh's Day: A digital painting of my cousin on her wedding day as she walked in the wind with her
bridesmaid. The photo was less than desirable and had intrusions.

From here to there: Some pears shot on my kitchen counter, painted in Corel painter. I used the
'shattered' brush.
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Hey Omar! : A silly card I sent to Omar when I was experimenting with selective colour.
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Prints Best in Class: Ron Manning
KLIK: What was the first camera you ever used? What equipment do you use now?
Ron: As a kid I did have a brownie and in a sense that was the first camera I used. However it was a
point and shoot negative camera and I did not really graduate to a more sophisticated camera until
later, when I started travelling. Some 40 years later I purchased a Canon AE-1 just before my first trip
to Hawaii and of course I did not know how to use it effectively. But that was part of the challenge to
find out more about the nature of photography and learn how to record my memories.
This was the start of major expenses. Nevertheless I was thrilled with the challenge and had to learn
more about photography as slides were not as easy as some people stated. This led to my joining the
MCC back in the early 80's and producing slide shows, setting up a dark room etc.
The film cameras have given way to the digital bodies and I currently use a Canon 50D backed up by a
40D.
KLIK: Has digital photography made you a more creative photographer or do you miss the
good old days of film? How important is the ‘digital darkroom’ in preparing your final image?
Ron: I am impressed with the flexibility of digital. Being able to change ISO settings at will is great.
Being able to use the electronic darkroom to modify images at will adds so much more dimension to
the hobby. There is a great deal to learn about capturing images and the nice thing is that you can
tailor your activities to suit your physical limitations. Although you can specialize in different areas of
photography many of the issues that you will need to deal with are common. Light, composition,
exposure, etc cross all boundaries and are always challenging the photographer. Digital adds the
opportunity for another dimension, post production retouching and creative techniques an area that I
am just beginning to explore and will dabble in more and more as time goes by.
KLIK: What is your preferred area of work? Why?
Ron: At present I do not have the mobility of 15 years ago and must adapt my shooting to my physical
limitations. At one time I did a lot of wild flower photography but it is now difficult to get down and do
wet belly photography. Taller specimens are still within my capabilities, however bird, wildlife and
travel photography keep me busy.
KLIK: Do you have a favourite location for outdoor work? Why and how often do you go
there? Tell us about a memorable trip you made.
Ron: As one gets older you learn to appreciate warmer climates and winter vacations. Photography
gives you the excuse to travel to warmer climates and add to your collection of images. So my favorite
locations are dictated by my physical limitations and Florida is still within range but Hawaii is too, too
far.
KLIK: What advice would you give to a member of the club who aspires to take pictures
similar to yours?
Ron: My advice to those who might want to follow in my footsteps check your bank account.
Photography is not an inexpensive hobby.
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A 30 Year History of Ron's Photography, condensed, abridged, and very abbreviated

1. This Mayfly was
shot in the Bruce
Pennisula near Red
Bay with a Canon A1
and a 200mm macro
on Kodachrome 64. It
was early morning and
the
specimen
remained still long
enough for me to get
this shot.

2. This rock formation in lower Antelope Canyon was shot with a Canon
A2E and a 28-135 zoom on Etachrome 100VS pushed 1 stop. One of the
interesting characteristics of Ektachrome 100 VS is that the colours are
enhanced when the film is pushed. Since this is a very dusty
environment you do not change lenses in the Canyon and the zoom
range was just great for the situation
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3. This Pheasant was captive and photographed at the
Minnesota Wildlife Connection using a Canon EOS 3 and
a 100-400 IS zoom. I believe this was shot on Sesia
100 pushed 1 stop. The bird managed to break the
tether and take off for parts unknown shortly after this
shot was taken.

4. This Female Bengal Tiger was shot at the
Minnestoa Wildlife Connection a year later I
believe. Again I used a Canon EOS3 and the 100400 IS zoom. This time I used Sensia 400 pushed
1 stop. The background was improved digitally
after scanning.

Page 12
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5. Atlantic Puffin was photographed on Machias Seal Island, Grand
Manan New Brunswick. This trip to the East coast marked the start
of the switch to digital and this bird was photographed with a
Canon D60, a 6mp camera and my 100-400 IS zoom.

6. This Bleeding Heart Abstract was phographed in
my garden with a Canon 20D (8mp) and a 180
macro lens. It was altered by using the liquify filter
in Photoshop to get the abstract effect.
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7. This Roseate Spoonbill was
shot at the Alligator farm in St.
Augustine using a 20D body
and my 100-400 IS zoom. It
landed in the tree top and
posed for me for almost a
minute and never returned.

8. This Saw-Whet Owl was
photographed in winter (Dec
2008) on a cold day at the
Mountsberg Conservation area.
Yes it is a set up. This image
utilized my 50D (15 mp) and
100-400 IS Zoom. Here we
mark the transition to shooting
in RAW which allows more
extensive
post
production
manipulation.

9.
Red Necked Grebes was
photograped this past summer
at Bronte Harbour using my
50D and 100-400 IS zoom
combination.
This
shot
presented itself for a moment
and then was lost. I'll have to
see what happens next year.
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Tips, Tricks and Techniques
Five Fingers of Death
Rob Kennedy
How many times have you picked up your camera & started shooting like mad, then realized you were
in some strange camera setting that you never use?
This is frustrating & usually results in „death of the image‟.
Here‟s a sure fire way to start at ground Zero everytime you pick up your camera.
Before you start shooting, always check the 5 settings below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ISO setting
(your usual setting)
White balance (your favourite setting)
Quality setting (RAW or Fine j-peg)
Shooting mode (e.g. Apeture priority, etc.)
Exposure compensation dial (make sure it‟s @ „0‟)

This simple check will only take a few seconds & may save your life, or at least a great image from the
garbage bin.
Early bird Tip:
For an early morning shoot, I do this the night before. That way, I‟m prepared & not fumbling around
in the dark trying to find a particular setting, when I should be concentrating on making a great image.
Why not be prepared for greatness…

My Favourite Photoshop Keyboard Shortcuts
Doug Johnston


















Type S to get to the Clone Stamp tool
Type B to get to the Brush tool
Type V to get to the Move tool
Type D to reset your foreground and background colors to their default colors (black and white),
and to swap them, type X.
Alt > Backspace Fills the selection with the foreground colour in the Colour Palette
Ctl +, Ctl -, Ctl 0: Increases image size, decreases or fits to screen respectively
Spacebar: Changes the current tool to the hand tool to move document around
While using any brush tool the [ or ] keys increases or decreases the size of the brush. Adding
the shift key changes the hardness setting of the brush
Ctl-A = Select All
Ctl-C = Copy
Ctl-D = Deselect
Ctl-J = Copies a selection or layer to a new layer
Ctl-O = Open
Ctl-P = Print
Ctl-S = Save; Ctl + Shift-S = Save As
Ctl-V = Paste: Ctl + Shift V = Paste Into
Ctl-Z = UNDO or Steps back once …really useful at least for me
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SHARE POINT
1) Gigapixel Panoramas – contributed by Alan Gray
By visiting www.gigapansystems.org you can find out how to take tens, hundreds and even thousands
of photographs and seamlessly combine them into a single gigapixel panorama.
Check out www.gigapan.org for an amazing gigapixel panorama of President Barack Obama's
inauguration and zoom in anywhere for detailed images.
There are links to other amazing panoramas.
2) Travel to the US with camera equipment – contributed by Hilarie
The Canadian Air Transport Security Authority has revised, or rather clarified, their carry on baggage
restrictions and cameras are exempt from the carry on restrictions. The following is an excerpt from a
document on the CATSA site
"cameras (still and video) and accessories in purpose-designed carrying cases
-- includes film, lenses, spare batteries, chargers, cables
-- includes large, professional-grade cameras and equipment"
You can view the full pdf document here - notice the date is Jan 8, 2010 on the bottom right:
http://www.catsa-acsta.gc.ca/...e/library/71/english/ExemptItems08jan10EN.pdf
This is linked to their main site under the "Items not counted as carry-on (US flights)"
http://www.catsa-acsta.gc.ca/...?ID=77&pname=measures_mesures&lang=en
There is a discussion on this topic at this forum:
http://forums.dpreview.com/forums/read.asp?forum=1018&message=34235515
3) Increase the dynamic range of your photographs with Photomatix: http://www.hdrsoft.com/

MARKET PLACE
For Sale
1) EPSON P2000 for @ $80.00 Contact: Susan Grexton
2) A high quality Copy/Macro stand, MINI REPRO, made by IFF (Industria Phototecnica Firenze) It has
a heavy 1.25" thick white base measuring approximately 15.25" by 14.5". The solid 27.5" (scaled to 69
cm) column has a finely geared system for up and down adjustment with a solid locking mechanism.
There is also a 9" sliding arm that is horizontally adjustable out from the column. This has been part of
my main macro system for a few years. I am now replacing it with an even better stand. I am asking
for a reasonable offer closest to $75 (the used bargain price I paid for it). Please check the attached
images and if there are any questions, please contact me at 905-279-9549. - Juri Vosu
(juri.vosu@rogers.com)

KLIK
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COMPETITION RESULTS
January 2010
Digital Beginner
Pictorial

Digital Intermediate
Pictorial

1ST BOLIVIAN DESERT
2ND ROOF TOPS
3RD FARM IN FALL
HM HOUSE EXPLOSION
HM ASHLEY 02

Ina Miglin
Paul McLeod
Michael Cutmore
Jon Clarke
Angela Murphy

24
23
23
23
23

HM RAJASTHANI HOME

Sherry Prenevost

23

Nature

1ST STATUES IN VOLCANIC DUST
2ND FALLEN TREE
3RD WINTER DUCK
HM GARTNER SNAKE

John Moore
Paul McLeod
Jon Clarke
Jack Kozlowski

22
22
22
22

1ST SUMATRAN TIGER
2ND MALE AMERICAN GOLDFINCH
3RD PASSION FLOWER
HM DUCK
HM EGRET COLLECTING NEST

HM FULLY EXTENDED BIRD

John Moore

22

Nature

Artistic Contemporary
1ST RED EYE
2ND PAINTED SPRUCE
3RD CAMPSITE ON THE BUSTARD

Alan Munro
Sherry Prenevost
Jack Kozlowski

22
22
22

Digital Advanced
Pictorial
1ST FACE IN THE CROWD
2ND AIRSHOW
3RD AUTUMN RETREAT
HM SEASIDE SPARROW
HM COUNTRY IN THE CITY

Hilarie McNeil-Smith 24
Kevin White
24
Al Tilson
23
Ron Manning
23
David Simmonds
23
Carol Bohnert

2ND RED NECKED GREBES
Ron Manning
3RD GREAT BLUE HERON WITH
Robert Bohnert
HM GREAT BLUE HERON IN
Carol Bohnert
HM HOODED MERGANSER WITH
Robert Bohnert
HM ATLANTIC PUFFIN
Raymond Hsu
HM HERRING GULL
Bruce Kennedy
HM ARIZONA SANDSTONE CURVES Jerry Soltys

25
24
24
24
23

Garry Weiler
Rainer Rothfuss
Rainer Rothfuss
Robert Mongrain
Bruce Peters

24
24
23
22
22

Artistic Contemporary
1ST END OF THE ROAD
2ND BACK TO THE LAND
3RD MYSTERY OF THE
HM BOLD AUTUMN

Bob Warren
Bob Warren
Doug Johnston
Suzanne Williams

24
23
22
21

1ST EPHESUS LIBRARY AT DUSK
2ND BRYCE CANYON HOODOOS
3RD MALE GADWELL DUCK
HM GREAT BLUE HERON
HM SUN FLOWER

Robbie Robinson
Jerry Soltys
David Simmonds
Ron Manning
Robbie Robinson

24
24
24
23
23

HM MALE DEER IN RAIN STORM

David Simmonds

23

25
25
25
24
24
24
24
24

Artistic Contemporary
1ST GOING TO THE FAIR
2ND FANTASY RACE
3RD TORONTO REFLECTED
HM BLUE YELLOW REFLECTION
HM AUTUMN FANTASY

Philippe Lapointe
David Penty
Bruce Peters
David Penty
Robbie Robinson

Prints
Pictorial

Nature
1ST HOODED MERGANSER WITH

1ST ROGER
2ND GROTTO DURING STORM
3RD SURFING ACROBATICS
HM WARNERSBAY
HM BICYCLE RACE

Robert Bateman
24
Hilarie McNeil-Smith 23
Al Tilson
23
Rob Kennedy
22
Bruce Kennedy
22

Artistic Contemporary
1ST ALL IN A ROW
2ND KENSINGTON WINDOW
3RD UNDER THE WING

Hilarie McNeil-Smith 23
Al Tilson
22
Hilarie McNeil-Smith 22
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TROPHY STANDINGS
January 2010
Digital Beginner
Jon Clarke
Michael Bodimead
Pradipta Datta
Roseline Marshall
Angela Murphy
Michael Cutmore
Jack Kozlowski
Sherry Prenevost
Beverly-Ann
Jennifer Fowler
Jason Hashimoto
Ina Miglin
Nancy McDowell
Kenneth Wan
John Moore
Alan Munro
Myra P. Jones
Marilyn Johnston
Don Meaker
Debbie Fuller
Maureen Rodrigues
Paul McLeod
Brenda Bedessee
Shannon Gilmour
Eric Matto
Joe Teixeira
Tom Snow

129
127
127
125
125
124
124
123
121
121
120
120
119
119
117
116
115
113
112
111
105
65
61
58
58
57
55

Digital Intermediate
Bob Warren
132
Omar Sheikh
130
Marcus Miller
128
Philippe Lapointe
126
Robbie Robinson
125
Rainer Rothfuss
125
Alan Gray
124
Stephen Hill
123
Robert Mongrain
123
Garry Weiler
123
Bruce Peters
122
Fred Dixon
121
Rafael Fernandes
121
Suzanne Williams
121
Janet Brazier
119
Juri Vosu
119
Warren Davis
118
Doug Johnston
117
Linda Wiesner
117
Sorin Alb
111
Bob Bowman
110
David Penty
89
Frank Kuznik
60
Claude Barras
20

Digital Advanced
Robert Bohnert
145
Hilarie McNeil-Smith 145
Carol Bohnert
140
Raymond Hsu
140
Jerry Soltys
140
David Simmonds
136
Ron Manning
134
Kevin White
134
Jim Calvert
133
Al Tilson
133
Karen Simmonds
131
Susan Grexton
129
Leonie Holmes
129
Bruce Kennedy
128
Clement doRosario
125
Rob Kennedy
124
Robert Bateman
123
Lisa Husar
123
Kay Woollam
123
Janet Martin
120
Ralph Abell
64
Peter Martin
61

Prints
Robbie Robinson
Hilarie McNeil-Smith
David Simmonds
Jerry Soltys
Al Tilson
Ron Manning
Myra P. Jones
Rainer Rothfuss
Leonie Holmes
Bruce Peters
Uliana Yaworsky
Alan Gray
Juri Vosu
Omar Sheikh
Marcus Miller
Karen Simmonds
Bruce Kennedy
Shannon Gilmour
Suzanne Williams

90
89
89
89
88
86
84
84
82
81
81
80
80
78
61
44
39
37
18
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UPCOMING CLUB EVENTS
{February 2010 and March 2010}

GUEST SPEAKERS
February 4, 2010
Into Abandon: Going Places You're Not Supposed to Go
Sean Galbraith, www.smlg.ca
Sean Galbraith explores and photographs society's architectural cast-offs and abandonments to
document that which once was kinetic, but now lies dormant and decaying. Even with man-made
objects, death is a part of life and has its own beauty. The slide show and discussion will include
locations in Canada, the United States, Guantanamo Bay, and Europe.

WORKSHOPS
Feb 6, 2010:
People / Street Photography by Kevin White
March 6, 2010:
Lightroom 2 by David Simmonds

SUBMISSIONS
Feb 18, 2010 for:
 3rd Club Competition and the Theme Competition
 Photojournalism presentation
Rules and guidelines are available at the club website.

KLIK
Your participation and contributions are welcome – please send your comments and suggestions;
articles; tips, tricks and techniques; interesting web sites; images with comments etc. to:
KLIK@MCCdigital.ca.
Submission deadline is Mar 7 for the next issue to be published on Mar 18, 2010.

OTHER PHOTOGRAPHY EVENTS
The Mississauga Arts Council (MAC) is now accepting nominations for the 2010 MARTY awards.
Now into its 16th year, the awards honour artistic achievement of established artists while encouraging
and supporting emerging artistic talent. The deadline for submissions is March 31, 2010 at 4 p.m.
Full details are available at their website: http://www.mississaugaartscouncil.com/
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
President
Marcus Miller

Workshops
Bob Warren

Membership
Linda Wiesner

Past President
Doug Johnston

Outings
TBD

Communications
Stephen Hill

Vice President
TBD

Competitions – Digital
Omar Sheikh

GTCCC Rep
Warren Davis

Secretary
Bob Bowman

Competitions – Print
Jerry Soltys and
Wendy Baillie

Social
Craig Stuart

Treasurer
Myra Jones

Program
Reg Bindon

Editorial
Pradipta Datta

T H E MI S SI SS A U G A C A ME R A C L UB

Meetings:
Cawthra Seniors‟ Community Centre,
1389 Cawthra Road, Mississauga
E-Mail: info@mississaugacameraclub.ca
Web: http://www.mississaugacameraclub.ca

